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ABSTRACT: The correlation between the structural character-
istics and the wetting of anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) surfaces
with large pore sizes (>100 nm) is discussed. The roughness-
induced wettability is systematically examined for oxide films grown
by a two-step, high-field anodization in phosphoric acid of three
different concentrations using a commercial aluminum alloy. This is
done for the as-synthesized AAO layers, after various degrees of
pore widening by a wet chemical etching in phosphoric acid
solution, and upon surface modification by either Lauric acid or a silane. The as-grown AAO films feature structurally disordered
pore architectures with average pore openings in the range 140−190 nm but with similar interpore distances of about 405 nm.
The formation of such AAO structures induces a transition from slightly hydrophilic to moderately hydrophobic surfaces up to
film thicknesses of about 6 μm. Increased hydrophobicity is obtained by pore opening and a maximum value of the water contact
angle (WCA) of about 128° is measured for AAO arrays with a surface porosity close to 60%. Higher surface porosity by
prolonged wet chemical etching leads to a rapid decrease in the WCA as a result of the limited pore wall thickness and partial
collapse of the dead-end pore structures. Modification of the AAO surfaces by Lauric acid results in 5−30° higher WCA’s,
whereas near-superhydrophobicity (WCA ∼146°) is realized through silane coating. The “rose petal effect” of strongly
hydrophobic wetting with high adhesive force on the produced AAO surfaces is explained by a partial penetration of water
through capillary action into the dead-end pore cavities which leads to a wetting state in-between the Wenzel and Cassie states.
Moreover, practical guidelines for the synthesis of rough, highly porous AAO structures with controlled wettability are provided
and the possibility of forming superhydrophobic surfaces is evaluated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum and its alloys are important industrial materials
because of their low weight and good corrosion resistance
thanks to surface passivation. One of the distinctive properties
of aluminum is that when anodized under appropriate
conditions, a porous structure can be formed on the surface.1

Porous anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes formed
by the electrochemical anodization of aluminum have become a
popular, low cost, and highly versatile material for applications
in a wide range of fields such as surface tribology,2 filtration,3,4

catalysis,5 biosensing,6,7 and template synthesis of one-dimen-
sional nanostructures.8−11 The improved surface hardness and
high porosity along with good thermal stability and chemical
resistance are appealing assets of these inorganic porous
membranes. Carefully controlled anodization of aluminum
produces a thin (barrier) layer of dense aluminum oxide,
followed by a self-organized hexagonal array of parallel pores
aligned normal to the film surface. Self-ordered AAO arrays
with well-controlled pore diameter (10−450 nm) and interpore
distance (25−500 nm) are obtained by careful selection of the
processing conditions, i.e., type and concentration of the acid
electrolyte, applied anodization potential, current density,
anodizing time, and temperature.12−16 In the anodization
process, there is a balance between the electric-field-enhanced

oxide dissolution at the electrolyte/oxide interface and the
formation of oxide at the oxide/metal interface.17 The growth
mechanism by which the porous AAO structures develop has
been debated frequently,18−24 and numerous attempts have
been made to derive analytical expressions establishing the
relations of the pore geometry and the electric field in the oxide
with the parameters of the anodization process.17

Conventionally, AAO is fabricated under a so-called “mild
anodization” (MA) conducted at low temperatures and
employing sulfuric, oxalic, or phosphoric acid electrolytes.
The self-ordering phenomenon of well-ordered, porous AAO
occurs only in narrow process windows, known as self-ordering
regimes.12,15,25 In typical MA processes, the anodization
working ranges and the resulting interpore distances are 10−
25 V and 35−70 nm for sulfuric acid, 30−60 V and 80−150 nm
for oxalic acid, and 160−195 V and 350−500 nm for
phosphoric acid, respectively. However, under these MA
conditions, the rate of oxide growth can be very low because
of the low current density and the fabrication of self-ordered
Al2O3 pore arrays might require several days of processing time.
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Therefore, the so-called “hard anodization” (HA) approach,
which was invented in the 1960s26 and involves much higher
current densities, has been used in industry more widely for a
high-speed fabrication of mechanically robust, very thick (>100
μm) and low-porosity alumina films. HA processes offer
substantial advantages over conventional MA methods in terms
of processing time and improved ordering of the nano-
pores.16,25 A two-step anodizing procedure11,17 is commonly
used for the formation of high-ordered, porous AAO. Following
an initial anodizing at the preselected potential, a wet chemical
etching of the grown aluminum oxide layer is done. This oxide
removal results in the generation of a periodic concave pattern
on the aluminum surface, which acts as a template for the
second anodizing step that is completed at the same anodizing
potential as used for the first anodization.11,17

In recent years, the production of surfaces with special
wettability, including superhydrophobicity, has attracted great
research interest because of the promising potential for their
use as self-cleaning surfaces and in microfluidics and droplet-
based technologies.27 By convention, a surface is called
superhydrophobic when the effective contact angle (CA) of a
liquid water droplet with the surface exceeds 150° and, on the
other hand, superhydrophilic when the CA is smaller than
10°.28 The issue of the large water contact angle (WCA) on
plant leaves and animal surfaces was already addressed over 80
years ago by Wenzel, Cassie and Baxter, but only since the late
1990s, with the advances in wetting research and nano-
fabrication tools, the possibility to reach nearly perfect
nonwettability on synthetic materials became reality.29−32 In
particular, for the synthesis of superhydrophobic materials a
surface coverage with a low surface energy material is usually
combined with a surface structuring with hierarchical top-
ography at the nanometer and/or micrometer scale.
Due to the controllable pore dimension and adjustable

surface chemistry, the porous AAO structures provide a great
potential for producing surfaces with special wettability.
Aluminum oxide itself has a certain tendency to be wetted by
water and is therefore a hydrophilic material. The Young’s CA
of an intrinsic, smooth alumina surface is about 80°. However,
combined with specific surface structure and/or surface
chemistry, superhydrophobicity and also superhydrophilicity
have recently been achieved on AAO surfaces.33−37 Yao et al.38

reported superhydrophobic, fractal alumina surfaces without
any chemical modification in a study of diverse alumina
architectures formed under high-field anodization in 0.3 M
oxalic acid electrolytes. Ran and co-workers39 indicated that the
wettability of porous AAO changes from hydrophilicity to
hydrophobicity by increasing the pore diameter while
maintaining the interpore distance and pore depth constant.
However, their investigation was based on just one pore
architecture with average pore diameter and interpore distance
of 260 and 400 nm, respectively. Superhydrophilic AAO films
displaying a strongly disordered structure were produced by Ye
et al. in a single-step, galvanostatic anodization in 0.3 M
phosphoric acid electrolyte.34 Alternatively, superhydrophobic
surfaces were fabricated by either modifying the AAO surface
using low surface energy materials or using AAO as a template
for polymer synthesis. For instance, Mateo et al. showed that
AAO films with pore sizes in the range 10−80 nm can be
transformed from being superhydrophilic to superhydrophobic
by coating the surface with a thin (2−3 nm) layer of a
hydrophobic fluoropolymer.37 In other works, various AAO
structures were used as templates to replicate polytetrafluoro-

ethylene polymeric materials displaying superhydrophobic-
ity40,41 and to obtain well-ordered polymer nanostructures42

and biodegradable nanorod arrays43 as well as polymer
nanostructures with a wettability transition from wetting to
nonwetting.44 Surface modifications of anodized aluminum by
silanes also proved successful in the formation of (super)-
hydrophobic aluminum surfaces.36,45,46

Surface wettability of AAO structures has merely been
studied in recent years. Yet, the number of literature reports on
the wetting of AAO surfaces is limited and most of the studies
were focused on their surface modification with low surface
energy materials rather than systematically addressing the
wetting of the inherently porous AAO architectures. This paper
aims to provide further insight in the correlation between the
structural characteristics and the surface wettability of macro-
porous AAO structures with pore sizes larger than 100 nm. The
roughness-induced wettability is investigated systematically by
varying the thickness and the porosity of oxide films grown by a
two-step, high-field anodization in phosphoric acid of three
different concentrations, independently. This is done for the as-
synthesized AAO layers, after various degrees of pore opening
by a wet chemical etching, and upon surface modification by
Lauric acid or a silane using a commercial aluminum alloy. This
study provides practical guidelines for the design of rough,
highly porous AAO structures with controlled wettability and
evaluates the possibility of forming superhydrophobic and
highly porous aluminum oxide surfaces.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. A commercial aluminum alloy 1050 foil (min.

99.5% Al, max. 0.40% Fe, 0.15% Si, 0.03% Cu, 0.03% Mg, 0.03% Mn,
Agfa-Gevaert, Belgium) with a thickness of 0.28 mm was used as the
starting material for the preparation of AAO surfaces. Phosphoric acid
(85%, Chem-Lab NV, Belgium), perchloric acid (70%, Acros Organics,
Belgium), chromic oxide (99.99%, Vel NV, Belgium), acetone (>99%,
Chem-Lab, Belgium), ethanol (99.9%, VWR International BVBA,
Belgium), lauric acid (>98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Belgium), and
1H,1H,2H,2H perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (97%, abcr GmbH &
Co. KG, Germany) were used as-received.

2.2. Preparation of AAO Surfaces. The aluminum alloy foil was
cut into 25 × 15 mm2 pieces and, as a cleaning step prior to the
anodization process, all the samples were first degreased with acetone
and then rinsed with deionized water. Both steps were carried out in
an ultrasonic bath (Branson 1510). Subsequently, electropolishing was
done at 10 °C for 1 min in a mixture of perchloric acid and ethanol
(1:4, v/v). The mirror polished aluminum pieces were placed in a two-
electrode cell with a parallel electrode arrangement using a Pt mesh as
cathode. A two-step hard anodization process was performed in
potentiostatic mode using a medium voltage power supply (MCL
350−650) applying constant anodization voltages of 160, 175, and 195
V in electrolytes of 10, 5, and 1 wt % phosphoric acid, respectively,
keeping the temperature in the cell at 0 °C. After 60 min of first
anodization, the alumina layer was removed from the aluminum
substrate using a mixture of 6 wt % phosphoric acid and 1.8 wt %
chromic oxide in deionized water at 60 °C, leaving a highly ordered
concave pattern on the surface of the samples (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). Following, a second anodizing step was
carried out on the surface-patterned aluminum, resulting in macro-
porous alumina arrays of increased regularity. The second anodizing
step was performed for anodization times varying from 15 to 300 min
in order to produce AAO layers with increasing film thickness. A wet
chemical etching (or postetching) in 5 wt % phosphoric acid at 30 °C
was applied to a selection of AAO samples for pore widening, while
keeping the interpore distance constant. Hereto, etching times of 60,
100, 120, and 150 min were selected. After both the two-step HA and
wet chemical etching processes, all the samples were ultrasonically
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cleaned with acetone for 10 min and then rinsed with deionized water.
They were placed into a vacuum stove heated to 70 °C for 6 h to
completely dry the porous surface structures.
2.3. Modification of AAO Surfaces. Modification of a selection

of AAO surfaces was done using two different surfactants, i.e. Lauric
acid (C12H24O2, CAS: 143−07−7) and 1H,1H,2H,2H perfluorodecyl-
trichlorosilane (CAS: 78560−44−8). Samples were immersed into 5
wt % Lauric acid solution for 90 min and dried in air for one day.
Alternatively, an oven was prebaked at 140 °C for 30 min and, then, 10
μL of the corresponding silane was placed on a glass substrate about 4
cm distant from the sample positioned toward the outlet of the gases.
The whole system was brought to vacuum and kept at 140 °C during
another 30 min.
2.4. Characterization. Top view and cross-sectional structural

characterization of the prepared AAO surfaces was done using a field
emission scanning electron microscope (SEM; Philips XL 30 FEG)
operated in secondary electron mode. Samples were mounted on a
holder with double sided conductive carbon tape and sputter coated
(Type BU-07120, Balzers Union, Liechtenstein) with a thin layer of
gold. During this coating process, the samples were positioned on a
stage 5 cm below the Au target and the deposition current and time
were set at 20 mA and 20 s, respectively. SEM and ImageJ (Version
1.46) software were used to analyze independently the average pore
size, interpore distance, pore wall thickness, and surface porosity
(defined as the fraction of surface area made up by pores to the whole
surface area) of the prepared AAO layers. Static (sessile drop) WCA’s
were determined on the AAO surfaces using a Kruess drop shape
analysis system (DSA 10-Mk2, Kruess, Germany) applying water
droplets of about 1 μL. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy (Thermo Optek, Avatar 370) was used to study the
surface chemistry of the modified samples.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the surface morphologies of AAO films formed after
the two-step anodization in the three different electrolytes
reveals a strong resemblance between the produced pore
structures. Figure 1 shows typical SEM images of the surfaces of
about 2.5 μm thick AAO layers grown from the 1, 5, and 10 wt
% phosphoric acid electrolytes, respectively. In all three cases,
porous oxide layers are formed with relatively broad
distributions of surface pore openings. With increasing
electrolyte concentration, the AAO structures feature slightly
increasing average values of the pore openings of about 140,
150, and 190 nm, respectively. The AAO surfaces display
similar interpore distances of about 405 nm, but the pores are
not perfectly ordered. In fact, disordered pore architectures are
developed, because the nearest neighbor is not necessarily
arranged hexagonally as determined by the radial distribution
function. Note that a significant fraction of the pore channels is
interconnected as they are exposed to the surface in larger
single pore openings (Figure 1).
Apart from anodization potential and pH of the electrolyte

solution, the porosity of the AAO nanostructures formed in
phosphoric acid solutions may also be affected by the anodizing
time, an extension of which usually results in increasing
porosity.17,47 Here, we have studied the pore arrangement, the
growth rate, and the surface porosity as a function of anodizing
time (or AAO layer thickness) in the 1 wt % phosphoric acid
electrolyte. Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of a
selection of AAO films produced with anodizing times varying
from 15 up to 300 min. The development of a porous AAO
layer characterized by aligned pores is evident. A nearly
constant thickness of the barrier oxide layer of about 150 nm is
observed throughout. The surface porosity was found to be
nearly constant (about 20−25%) as well, but the pore
arrangement in the AAO layer is somewhat disorganized. The

distribution of pore diameters is quite broad and there is a lack
of uniformity along the pore axis. After 300 min of anodizing,
the AAO layer thickness is about 7.9 μm which corresponds to
a value of the aspect ratio close to 50. The thickness of the
AAO film as a function of the duration of the second
anodization step is displayed in Figure 3. A practically linear
dependence with an average growth rate of about 1.7 μm h−1

(coefficient of determination R2 is 0.985) is derived. This value
is significantly lower than expected for our HA conditions,
although the steady-state current density (see Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information) applied was not extraordinarily high,
i.e., in the range of about 4−8 mA/cm2 for this particular
anodization condition. In other studies on HA in phosphoric

Figure 1. Top-view SEM images of 2.5 μm thick AAO layers formed
after two-step hard anodizing in three different phosphoric acid
electrolytes with varying anodization potentials: (a) 1 wt % at 195 V,
(b) 5 wt % at 175 V, and (c) 10 wt % at 160 V.
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acid, much higher current densities (up to 70 mA/cm2) have
been employed.48

The water contact angle (WCA) as a function of the AAO
layer thickness is plotted in Figure 4 (lower curve). Clearly, the
produced porous AAO structures give rise to moderately
hydrophobic surfaces (WCA >90°) up to layer thicknesses of
about 6 μm. The WCA is more or less constant at 110° for an
oxide thickness up to 5 μm, whereas for thicker AAO layers the
WCA drops drastically and reaches a value of about 70° for 7.5
μm thick layers. To investigate the effect of a pore opening on
the wetting of these AAO surfaces, we etched the AAO surfaces
in 5 wt % phosphoric acid at 30 °C. The pore widening results
in a shift of the WCA toward higher values by about 15° (i.e.,
the surfaces become more hydrophobic) for an AAO layer
thickness up to 5 μm (Figure 4, upper curve). Eventually, the
WCA drops to a value similar to that of the as-grown oxide
structure when the layer thickness is about 7.5 μm. Structural
characterization showed that the pore widening results in a

strong increase in the surface porosity from about 25 to 65%
without affecting the pore density and AAO layer thickness.
To study the effect of the pore opening on the wetting of

AAO in more detail, we varied the etching time and the
resulting oxide structures were characterized systematically.
Top view and cross-sectional SEM images of a series of wet
chemical etched AAO structures after different etching times
are shown in Figure 5. The progressive pore widening with
etching time is evident. The pore wall thickness decreases and
consequently both the average pore diameter and the surface
porosity increase. Figure 6a shows the pore size distribution of
the initial AAO layer formed after 30 min of anodizing in 5 wt
% phosphoric acid (anodizing voltage of 175 V). A near
Gaussian distribution around an average value of 141 ± 42 nm
is derived for this as-grown AAO structure. After 120 min of
wet chemical etching (Figure 5d), the pore size distribution
(Figure 6b) has changed drastically and an average pore

Figure 2. Cross-sectional SEM images of a selection of AAO films produced with anodizing times varying from 15 up to 300 min in 1 wt %
phosphoric acid (anodization voltage of 195 V).

Figure 3. Thickness of the AAO layer as a function of the duration of
the second anodization step for anodizing in 1 wt % phosphoric acid
electrolyte at 195 V. The dashed line shows the linear best fit through
the data points.

Figure 4. Water contact angle (WCA) as a function of the layer
thickness of AAO produced in 1 wt % phosphoric acid (anodization
voltage of 195 V). The square symbols refer to as-synthesized AAO
and the round symbols denote the values after a wet chemical etching
in 5 wt % phosphoric acid at 30 °C.
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diameter of 331 ± 42 nm is obtained. The average values of the
pore size, interpore distance, pore wall thickness, and surface
porosity as a function of the etching time are summarized in
Table 1. For example, after 60 min of etching, the pore size and
surface porosity increase by a factor of about 1.6 and after 150
min the pore size is even 2.5 times larger than that of the as-
grown AAO structure. Importantly, there is a strong effect of
the etching time on the pore size, pore wall thickness, and
surface porosity, while the interpore distance (about 405 nm)
remains unaffected.
Measurement of the WCA (Figure 5, lower row) reveals a

maximum value of 127.5° ± 1.0° after 100 min of wet chemical
etching (Figure 5c and Table 1). After 120 min of etching, the
WCA decreases slightly to 121.7° ± 1.6°. However, after 150
min of etching, the WCA drops radically by another 46° down
to 75.7° ± 1.8°, which corresponds to a hydrophilic surface.
This abrupt change in wetting is likely caused by an overetching
of the porous AAO structure. SEM analysis of the AAO layer
after 150 min of wet chemical etching reveals a limited pore
wall thickness of only 43 ± 18 nm and also a collapse of the
dead-end pore structure in certain areas of the sample surface
(Figure 5e, middle row).
Overall, the wetting of the AAO surfaces is largely dependent

on the surface porosity. The WCA as a function of the surface
porosity for different as-grown and etched AAO structures is
plotted in Figure 7. Surface porosity in the range from 20 to
25% corresponds to as-prepared AAO, whereas the range from
37 to 77% is covered by etched AAO samples. The WCA
follows a nearly linear relationship with the surface porosity in
the range from 20 to 60%; the higher the fraction of free
surface, the larger the WCA. This trend of increasing
hydrophobicity of the AAO surface with porosity seems to be
independent of the anodization conditions, which supports our
previous finding that it is possible to produce AAO top-
ographies with similar pore characteristics under hard anodizing
in phosphoric acid with different combinations of the

electrolyte concentration and anodization voltage, and etching
time. However, the WCA drops quickly for values of the surface
porosity larger than 60%. Likely, with increasing etching time or
pore opening, the pore walls become too thin to either
maintain the two-dimensionally aligned porous AAO structure
(i.e., film breakdown occurs) or to support the water droplet
and, as a result, water spreads easily, thereby decreasing the
hydrophobicity of the surface.
The controllable porosity of the AAO surfaces combined

with an adjustable surface chemistry provides a large potential
for producing surfaces with enhanced hydrophobicity. Figure 8
displays the values of the WCA on the surface of the pristine,
nonporous aluminum foil and on a series of etched AAO
surfaces, before and after a surface modification by Lauric acid,
respectively. The untreated aluminum foil (filled diamond
symbol) displays a WCA of 80.6° ± 1.9°, which is comparable
to the value of 85 ± 3° measured on a solid alumina surface39

and can thus be explained by the presence of a native oxide
surface layer.49 An enlargement of the WCA by about 9° is
obtained with a surface modification using Lauric acid (open
diamond symbol). A similar trend is observed for the AAO
surfaces. The surface modification with Lauric acid results in
values of the WCA enlarged by 5° up to 30° (open rectangular
symbols) but the overall trend of the WCA as a function of the
etching time is still maintained. The highest WCA (135.6 ±
1.0°) is obtained for the AAO surface being etched for 100 min
followed by a surface modification with Lauric acid, being about
8° higher than that measured on the etched AAO surface
without Lauric acid.
A direct comparison between the WCA’s measured on a

selection of untreated and surface modified aluminum and
AAO surfaces is given in Figure 9. The surface of the as-
received aluminum foil (Figure 9a) is slightly hydrophilic
(WCA about 81°). As discussed above, a surface modification
using Lauric acid leads to an increased hydrophobicity (Figure
9b). The formation of a porous AAO structure results in further

Figure 5. SEM images in top view (upper row) and cross-sectional view (middle row) of and 1 μL water droplets (lower row) on AAO formed after
30 min of anodizing in 5 wt % phosphoric acid (anodization voltage of 175 V) followed by a pore widening using different etching times: (a) 0, (b)
60, (c) 100, (d) 120, and (e) 150 min. Wet chemical etching in 5 wt % phosphoric acid at 30 °C was done for the pore widening.
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enhanced hydrophobicity (Figure 9c) and that effect is
strengthened by an additional pore opening (Figure 9d).
When a silane is used for the surface modification of a strongly
hydrophobic AAO surface with a WCA of about 127°, which
was formed after hard anodizing in 1 wt % phosphoric acid
followed by a wet chemical etching for 150 min (Figure 9e),
near-superhydrophobicity is reached (Figure 9f). The corre-
sponding WCA of 146° is only slightly less than the necessary
150° for a truly superhydrophobic surface, which shows that the
combination of a highly porous AAO surface and an optimized
chemical modification with silanes is most promising for the
production of superhydrophobic aluminum oxide surfaces.

The AAO structures formed after the two-step hard
anodization of the aluminum alloy (Figure 1) are not perfectly
ordered as is the case for anodization of highly pure (typically
>99.99%) aluminum in the self-ordering regime in phosphoric
acid.17 In this respect, a detrimental effect of the higher

Figure 6. Pore size distribution diagrams of (a) AAO formed after 30
min of anodizing in 5 wt % phosphoric acid (anodization voltage of
175 V) and (b) after a subsequent pore widening by a wet chemical
etching in 5 wt % phosphoric acid at 30 °C for 120 min. The solid red
lines represent the Gaussian best fits through the experimental data.

Table 1. Average Values of the Pore Size, Inter-Pore Distance, Pore Wall Thickness, Surface Porosity, And Water Contact Angle
(WCA) as a Function of the Etching Time for AAO Formed after 30 min of Anodizing in 5 wt % Phosphoric Acid (anodization
voltage of 175 V)

etching time (min) pore size (nm) interpore distance (nm) pore wall thickness (nm) surface porosity (%) WCA (deg)

0 141 ± 42 403 ± 55 264 ± 39 23 106.8 ± 1.6
60 220 ± 40 396 ± 61 188 ± 35 38 116.7 ± 1.5
100 297 ± 43 414 ± 56 115 ± 26 61 127.5 ± 1.0
120 331 ± 42 402 ± 61 68 ± 15 66 121.7 ± 1.6
150 354 ± 48 415 ± 53 43 ± 18 73 75.7 ± 1.8

Figure 7. WCA as a function of the surface porosity for AAO formed
after different anodizing and etching treatments. Diamond, circle, and
square symbols represent data for anodizing in 1, 5, and 10 wt %
phosphoric acid electrolyte, respectively.

Figure 8. WCA for the as-received aluminum foil (filled diamond
symbol) and the aluminum foil modified with Lauric acid (open
diamond symbol) and WCA as a function of etching time for AAO
without (filled square symbols) and with (open square symbols) a
surface modification by Lauric acid. The AAO was produced by
anodizing for 30 min in 5 wt % phosphoric acid (anodization voltage
of 175 V). Wet chemical etching was done in 5 wt % phosphoric acid
at 30 °C. Surface modification was done by immersion into 5 wt %
Lauric acid solution for 90 min.
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concentrations of alloying elements such as Fe and Si in the
1050 aluminum alloy (>99.5%) on the ordening of pores in our
AAO structures is expected.11 Nielsch et al.50 reported that, for
a perfect hexagonal arrangement of nanopores formed by self-
organized anodization under optimum anodizing conditions,
the ratio between pore diameter and interpore distance is equal
to about 0.33, fulfilling a 10% porosity rule.17 However, there is
a limited number of and a great inconsistency among
experimental data on the porosity of AAO nanostructures
formed in phosphoric acid electrolytes. In the disordered
growth regime, the porosity can be significantly larger or even
smaller than 10%.51,52 For example, the porosity is about 40%
using 160 V instead of 195 V in 0.1 M H3PO4.

50 The oxide
films synthesized in this work display values of the surface
porosity in the range 20−25%.
Our results show an increase in the hydrophobicity of

macroporous AAO with the average pore diameter, which can
be controlled by an etching step (up to the limit of pore
collapse). Thus, larger interpore distances would allow to
eventually achieve larger pore sizes after an etching step.
Hydrophobicity could also be increased by delaying pore
collapse by fabricating layers with well-organized pores. Because
MA often results in larger interpore distances and improved
pore ordering as compared to HA, MA growth processes may
have some merits to the HA conditions applied in this study.
The increased surface roughness of the AAO surfaces

effectively enlarges the liquid−solid free energy. Strong water
repellence is the consequence of either a larger effective contact
area between the two components, the case of the liquid

impregnating the surface (the so-called Wenzel state), or a
replacement of the true liquid−solid contact by a highly
energetic liquid−vapor interface.32 The latter is the case when
the liquid interface is suspended on an air cushion enclosed by
roughness peaks (the so-called Cassie or fakir state). The
Wenzel’s and Cassie−Baxter models alone cannot be used to
explain the wettability performance of the porous AAO
structures. A coexisting model53 describing a state in-between
the Wenzel and Cassie states might be more appropriate to
explain the wetting in the case of a water droplet placed on the
AAO surfaces. Water will likely penetrate into the pores with a
certain depth, but not completely. In this way, air is sealed in
the dead-end pore cavities, forming a kind of “air pockets” and a
composite interface is formed, which consists of both solid−
liquid and liquid−air fractional interfaces. To predict the
penetration of a water droplet into each of the pores, a pressure
balance model can be used,37,39 which is based on the
assumption that when water wets the porous alumina surface,
the air in the pore is not expelled but compressed. At the
liquid−air interface, a force balance exists between the force
exerted by the compressed air and the sum of the capillary force
and the gravity force (i.e., the weight of the water column above
the air pocket). The capillary force, Fc, can be expressed as

πγ θ=F d cosc (1)

where γ, d, and θ are the surface tension of water, pore
diameter, and Young’s CA, respectively.54 The gravity force is
relatively small compared to the capillary force, so the capillary
force is balanced by the air resistance. If it is assumed that the
air trapped inside the pores behaves like an ideal gas obeying
Boyle’s law and if the size of the pores is much smaller than the
size of the water droplet, the displacement of water into the
pore, h, can be expressed as

γ θ γ θ= +h L P d4 cos /( 4 cos )0 (2)

where L and P0 are the pore depth and atmospheric pressure,
respectively.39,55

From the above analysis, the presence of a coexisting state for
the wetting of AAO surfaces becomes clear. In the case of the
as-grown AAO layers, the pore diameter is about 140 nm.
Using the values of the Young’s CA for an intrinsic, smooth
alumina surface θ ≈ 80° and γ = 72 mN/m in eq 2, one obtains
h/L ≈ 0.77. This means that about 77% of the porous volume
or pore depth is filled with water and the wetting is a near-
Wenzel intermediate state. On the other hand, after 120 min of
wet chemical etching, the pore diameter increases to about 330
nm. This results in a reduced water penetration to about 60%,
indicating a situation more close to the Cassie state. The
wettability of the as-prepared and etched AAO surfaces does
not effectively change within a certain range of oxide layer
thickness (Figure 4). The nearly constant values of the WCA of
110 and 125° for the as-prepared and etched AAO surfaces,
respectively, before reaching a critical value of the film thickness
close to 5 μm can be understood from the above model of an
intermediate wetting state. However, it does not explain the
sudden change of the WCA at this certain critical thickness.
Above this thickness value, which is probably also determined
by the pore size (diameter), the surface becomes hydrophilic.
The exact reason for this drop in WCA remains unclear, but it
could be the result of an ineffective removal of electrolyte after
sample preparation, becoming progressively complicated with
increasing pore depth (i.e., film thickness). Experimental
evidence of remaining phosphorus contamination as a result

Figure 9. WCA measurements on a selection of untreated and surface
modified aluminum and AAO surfaces: (a) as-received aluminum foil,
(b) aluminum foil after modification with Lauric acid, (c) AAO formed
by anodizing in 5 wt % phosphoric acid after modification with Lauric
acid, (d) AAO formed by anodizing in 5 wt % phosphoric acid,
followed by 100 min of wet chemical etching and modification with
Lauric acid, (e) AAO formed by anodizing in 1 wt % phosphoric acid
and 100 min of wet chemical etching, and (f) AAO formed by
anodizing in 1 wt % phosphoric acid, followed by 100 min of wet
chemical etching and modification with a silane.
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of the incorporation of phosphate anions in the oxide layer due
to the electric field during anodization, even after sample
cleaning, was derived from energy dispersive X-ray analysis of
our samples (not shown). However, differences in the amount
of phosphorus content with pore depth need to be confirmed.
According to eq 2, the penetration depth of water is

proportional to the depth of the dead-end pores, but the extent
of water infiltration decreases with increasing pore size
(diameter). Thus, with increasing pore size, a shift toward a
wetting closer to the Cassie state is foreseen. This fits with the
observed increase in WCA up to 100 min of etching (Figure 5
and Table 1). For longer etching times, values of the WCA
drop drastically and likely the more desirable Cassie-like state is
destabilized in favor of a more Wenzel-like state. This Cassie-
to-Wenzel transition involves the impregnation of the rough-
ness features of the AAO surface with water, and it can occur
for a number of reasons, such as the presence of surface
defects.32 The observed limited pore wall thickness and partial
collapse of the dead-end pore structure after prolonged etching
(Figure 5d, e) could account for a mechanically weak and three-
dimensionally porous, capillary surface structure into which the
water droplet would spread more easily. This is supported by a
small reduction in size of the water droplets placed on top of
these overetched sample surfaces over time (several minutes) as
observed during the WCA measurements. As a result of wicking
and imbibition effects,56 which are dependent on the surface
roughness and solid fraction, the water drop lays on a
composite solid/liquid surface which could lead to a large
reduction of the WCA. In this respect, Ye et al.34 also
demonstrated that a reduction of the air-pocket effect in mixed
2D/3D capillary structures of single-anodized alumina leads to
a strongly enhanced hydrophilicity.
An attractive aspect of the wetting of the AAO structures

with pore sizes up to about 330 nm is the ’sticky’
hydrophobicity. The water droplets are highly adhesive and
we observed that they are held in place against gravity even
when the surface is flipped upside down (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information). This is a result of the ingress of water
into the pores by the capillary action and the large surface
tension of water.37 It resembles the so-called “rose petal
effect”57 of very high WCA’s coexisting with strong adhesion
between the water and the solid surface. Similarly, a strongly
hydrophobic state with high adhesive force was also observed
for AAO films with pore diameters in the range 10−80 nm and
coated with a thin layer of hydrophobic polymer.37

Chemical modification of the porous AAO structures
provides a key solution for the production of strongly
hydrophobic or even superhydrophobic surfaces. In this
study, we have shown that a modification with either a silane
by thermal evaporation or with Lauric acid via liquid immersion
enhances the hydrophobicity of the produced AAO films. Best
results were obtained with the silane, which is frequently
applied for the production of antireflective and soil-repellent
coatings. However, surface treatment with the low surface
energy material Lauric acid is attractive as well, since Lauric acid
is inexpensive, nontoxic and safe to handle. The bonding of
Lauric acid on the AAO surfaces is a kind of self-assembly
process. It was found that the WCA increases almost linearly
with modification time until around 90 min, after which it
remains constant (see Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information). This saturation is likely the result of reaching a
full surface coverage by Lauric acid. For too short immersion
times, the sluggish diffusion kinetics limit the formation of such

a complete, thermodynamically controlled monolayer. FTIR
spectra taken from the modified AAO surfaces appeared
strikingly similar to that of the pure Lauric acid powder, which
proves a successful assembly of Lauric acid molecules onto the
AAO surfaces. The stability of this modification was
investigated by measuring the WCA on the same sample with
intervals of several days. It was found that the WCA was nearly
unchanged after 15 days (i.e., a slight decrease by only about 2°
was measured). This indicates that the bonding between the
self-assembled monolayer and the AAO surface is quite stable.
It is expected that the Lauric acid molecules use the carboxylic
−COOH groups to bond to the alumina surface, leaving the
long apolar alkyl chains on the outer surface. This results in a
highly nonpolar surface chemistry that further increases the
hydrophobicity of the AAO samples. However, it seems
impossible to reach WCA’s at the level of superhydrophobicity
(i.e., >150°) like was recently reported by Ruan et al. for
aluminum surfaces etched in a Beck’s dislocation etchant
(mixture of HCl and HF) followed by an immersion in a Lauric
acid-ethanol solution.58 Further experimental work is therefore
needed to study the bonding of the Lauric acid molecules, for
example, whether the interior pore walls are covered effectively
as well. Nevertheless, optimization of the surface modification
by silane coating seems most promising in achieving truly
superhydrophobic porous aluminum oxide surfaces.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a structure-induced
transformation from slightly hydrophilic to moderately hydro-
phobic surfaces when highly porous anodic aluminum oxide is
formed on the surface of an aluminum alloy. The correlation
between the structural characteristics and the roughness-
induced wettability of the AAO surfaces was investigated by
varying the thickness and the porosity of the porous oxide films
independently. Disordered pore architectures with average pore
sizes in the range 140−190 nm but with similar interpore
distances of about 405 nm were grown by a two-step, high-field
anodization in phosphoric acid of three different concen-
trations. The as-grown AAO surfaces exhibit nearly constant
WCA values of about 110° for film thicknesses up to about 5
μm. Enhanced hydrophobicity of these AAO structures is
obtained with various degrees of pore opening by a wet
chemical etching in phosphoric acid solution. A strong
correlation between the water contact angle and the surface
porosity is found and the highest value (i.e., WCA ∼128°) is
measured for AAO arrays with a surface porosity close to 60%.
Higher surface porosity by prolonged wet chemical etching
leads to a rapid decrease in the WCA as a result of the limited
pore wall thickness and partial collapse of the dead-end pore
structures. The “rose petal effect” of strongly hydrophobic
wetting with high adhesive force on the produced, highly
porous AAO surfaces is explained by a partial penetration of
water through capillary action into the dead-end pore cavities
and a wetting state in-between the Wenzel and Cassie states.
Finally, the possibility of forming superhydrophobic surfaces
was evaluated for chemical modification of the AAO structures
by either immersing into Lauric acid solution or by coating with
a silane via thermal evaporation. Best results were obtained with
the silane (WCA ∼146°), although the self-assembly process of
the bonding of Lauric acid also holds a certain potential as an
inexpensive and stable low surface energy material on highly
porous AAO films.
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Top-view SEM images illustrating the topographical changes of
the AAO surface after each of the main processing steps (i.e.,
after a first anodization, oxide removal, second anodization, and
wet chemical etching), typical current density graphs recorded
during the second anodization step for the three different
electrolyte concentration−anodization voltage pairs (1 wt %−
195 V, 5 wt %−175 V, 10 wt %−160 V), optical images
showing 1 μL water droplets (WCA about 122°) on
hydrophobic AAO surfaces prepared in 1 wt % phosphoric
acid electrolyte at 195 V in both up- and downward positioning
of the sample, and a graph of the WCA vs immersion time of
the Lauric acid modification treatment for AAO prepared in 5
wt % phosphoric acid electrolyte at 175 V and 100 min of wet
chemical etching for pore opening. This material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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